How does the weather impact the moods of teenagers?
Introduction
Over the course of lockdown as well as school terms, it is no surprise that teenagers
experience mood swings often due to factors such as stress, anxiety, hormones or fatigue,
many of which are internal factors. In this investigation, we will collect and analyse data to
answer the question, “How does the weather impact the moods of teenagers?”. Weather is an
external factor and preferences can differ from person to person based on personality or
mindset, however scientific research has shown that weather does in fact affect one’s mood.
The following investigation will test which types of weather are preferred by teenagers aged
13-15 and why these choices provoked feelings of happiness or sadness.
Five people in each age group (13,14 and 15 year olds) were asked to fill out a survey
consisting of the following questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which type of weather boosts your mood (makes you feel happier)?
For your choice, provide a reason why.
Which type of weather lowers your mood (makes you feel sad or down)?
For your choice, provide a reason why.
Options for weather that boosts or lowers moods include:
-

Sunny
Rainy
Cloudy
Stormy
Partly cloudy

Demographic Information
Mean age

15

Age range

13-15

Number of males

3

Number of females

12

The pi charts below represent the answers given.

Evidently, sunny weather was the leading result for the favorite type of weather. Reasons for
this include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

It wakes you up
Energises you for the day
Provides a summer feeling
You can go outside
The warm weather and brightness is uplifting and motivating
The sun provokes a feeling of excitement

The next most common answer was rainy, followed by stormy.

The top two answers for the types of weather that lowers the moods of teenagers are cloudy
and rainy. Reasons for this include:
Stormy
● The rain and thunder is loud
● You can’t go outside
● Storms can be dangerous and have detrimental aftermath

Cloudy

●
●
●
●

The sky is dark and gloomy
It is in between hot and cold
It is dark
The atmosphere is dull

The next most common answer was rainy, followed by partly cloudy and sunny.

The column graph below is a summary of the results received from the survey.

Experimental Probability
Since

12
15

teens stated that sunny weather boosted their mood, the experimental probability

that the next teenager asked would also favour sunny weather is
5
15

4
5

(80%).

teens stated that cloudy weather lowered their mood, meaning that the experimental

probability that the next teen chooses cloudy weather is

1
3

(33.3%). This also applies for

stormy weather, which received the same results.

Additional data (external sources)
To further my collection of data, I have researched another survey asking adolescents a
similar question, however the group asked was larger and provided a greater age range,
resulting in a broader sample. This will assist me in constructing a more accurate conclusion
for this investigation.

The following extracts are from a report called, ‘Weather preference and perceived weather
effects amongst Chinese adolescents’ written by MYL Chiu, HT Wong and X Yang
(http://www.hkjpaed.org/pdf/2016;21;168-177.pdf). By comparing my small sample with this
larger one, it is possible to see how preferences may or may not be more varied, as well as the
results these can have one the moods of teenagers. It will also assist in determining whether
or not answers can change based on where the respondents are in the world.
● Age range: 11-21
● Mean age: 14.5

(p-value: the probability of obtaining results at least as extreme as ones obtained from an
investigation relating to a hypothesis)
Table 4 shows the weather preferences of teens and young adults as well as their perceived
effects on their mood by gender. For the most part, respondents preferred good/stable weather
rather than other poor/unstable weather, excluding typhoons and cold weather. Typhoons and
cold weather were favoured by respondents with a particularly higher number of males
preferring this type of weather than females. Considering my own survey only gained results
from a handful of male respondents, this information is crucial in determining if or how
weather impacts the moods of teenagers.
I have created a table to summarise the information into the number of people who
like/dislike or are neutral for each type of weather. The total number of answers was also
given as not all people gave answers (3552 were surveyed in total).

Type of
Weather

Like

Dislike

Neutral

Total

Experimental
probability that the
next person chooses
‘like’ (%)

Fine

2319

221

993

3533

65.6

Cloudy

1724

638

1159

3521

49.0

Light rain

1390

1008

1122

3520

39.5

Heavy rain

825

1968

711

3504

23.4

Dry

459

2092

972

3523

13.0

Humid

190

2673

666

3529

5.4

Thunderstorms 939

1638

946

3523

26.7

Typhoon

1638

888

1005

3531

46.4

Hot

166

2732

631

3529

4.7

Cold

1197

1033

1296

3526

33.9

Table 7 portrays impacts unpreferred weather can have on the moods and attitudes of the
adolescent respondents, many of which are similar to the reasons given by my own
respondents. Preferred weather would obviously create the opposite effect that the impacts
listed do.

The Venn diagram represents the number of people who like, dislike or are neutral about
the most favoured type of weather, which was fine. I also included the number of people
who did not provide an answer.

Analysis
After considering both my own and others’ sets of data relating to the impact that preferred
weather can have on the moods of teenagers and adolescents, it is evident that opinions about
different types of weather vary widely. Although the majority of the respondents stated that
they preferred sunny or stable weather because it energised them, woke them up for the day,
motivated them, allowed them to think positively, etc, there were also other preferences. The
second highest result of the Chinese adolescents for weather that makes them happiest was
cloudy, with 1724 out of 3552 saying that they like it (although they were not limited to a
single answer). 2 out of 15 people in my own survey said that rainy weather was their
favourite type. Although the type of weather on a certain day does not impact all teenagers in
the same way, it definitely impacts them in some way or another. When it is the preferred
weather of a teenager, they will tend to be happier, more concentrated and cognitively
switched on which may assist them in daily life, school tasks and sport related activities. It is
also evident that the preferred weather choice is solely dependent on a person's personality,
and whether they are more introverted or extroverted.
The Venn diagram below displays the main similarities and differences between the
responses of both surveys.

Collaboration
At the beginning of my investigation, I collaborated with my classmate Zara Cabot to discuss
our ideas about gathering data. Although our investigations are on unrelated topics, we tried
to find the most effective way to gather qualitative data and results. Considering both our
investigations were based on opinionated data from children and adolescents, we decided that
the best way to gather our own information was through sending out a google form to our
families, friends and classmates in order to receive different perspectives from the target
group. After gathering all of our first-hand data, we also decided together that pie graphs
were the clearest way to display our information. This would help us to present our findings
in an easy way to understand.
Furthermore, the assistance and collaboration of my classmates and family members through
their responses to my survey allowed me to gather first-hand data, which I was then able to
compare to data gathered by others.

Future Research
● It would be more effective to go out and ask the public (aged 13-18) my question in
the future. It would allow me to gather information on a broader range of people,
perhaps with different personalities, backgrounds, living conditions and hobbies, all
of which are factors that can affect their response.
● The response that stands out the most could assist schools in deciding when to have
assessments or excursions. For example, if the majority of the form prefers sunny
weather, this could increase their brain activity, attentiveness and their awareness of
their surroundings on the day, however this would need to be tested in future
investigations first. Although the weather is uncontrollable, even changing the
conditions of the classroom such as the amount of natural light and the temperature of
the classroom could increase feelings of happiness, resulting in better concentration.
Considering sunlight causes an increase in the amount of serotonin (a hormone that
boosts one’s mood, calmness and focus) this theory is worth testing in the future.
● This philosophy could also apply to sporting organisations. Days or times for sports
could be changed based on when children or teens are at their happiest and therefore
most motivated state, however this would require lots of flexibility.
● These ideas could be tested through surveying amongst schools, sporting clubs and
even people in public.
● Another way of testing this theory would be through analysing results of students tests
during different times of the day. Did a student perform better when there was more
natural daylight available, or when they relied on electrical lights? Do warmer
classrooms provoke more rapid thinking, or cooler ones? These factors all vary due to
weather types.

Conclusion
Conclusively, the results from this investigation have varied with people of different genders,
ages and personalities having different weather preferences, however there is no doubt that
weather does have to do with the moods of teens . Although it is scientifically proven that
sunny weather helps the brain release serotonin (leading to many other cognitive benefits),
one’s personal choice does have a greater impact on their mood. Whether their preference is
sunny weather or stormy, their happiness is all dependent on their lifestyle choices and social
activity.

